
CONSTRUCTION TECHNIQUES· By Steve Griffiths

Part 34 - Aileron
preparation and hinging
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Remove Veneer from Aileron Gaps

Cut the ailel'ons free
Removethe spanwise strips Dfveneer between the lines drawn on the
top and boctom surfaces of the wing to mark the gaps left fDr the fac
ings. First cut through the veneer: try to use the knife at angles that
match those of the finished surfaces (Fig. 14.75, AI, and try not to
cut into the foam. Carefullylift one end of a strip of veneer with the tip Free and Trim Ailerons
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Figure 14.77

e Inset aileron

Inset ailerons
Next cut each end free (Fig. 14.77, AI with a knife or raZDr saw
and lift the ailerDn clear leaving strips of surplus foam on the long
face and on the wing (Fig. 14.77, SI. These strips can nDWbe
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of the knife blade under and peel it off by lifting ilnd pl.llling it tight ilt
the same time: itwill probeblybreek partway along and you'll haveto
pick the end up again: repeat for the remaining strips, leaving the wing
as in Figure 14.75, S. With a sharp long-bladedknife (e.g. as in Fig.
6.4) held at a flat angle so as not to tear the foam slice right through
the wing rDughlydown the middle of the gap (Fig. 14.76, A). Either
make several short cuts slicing up and back (Fig, 14.76, 611 or sev
erallong straight cuts each cucting Dnlypartway through (Fig, 14.76,
B21; the important aspect is to keep the angle between the blade and
the direction of the cut very flat.

Strip ailerons
Razor-saw through the tip block following the cut line, before sev
ering the root end. Trim off the surplus foam as above, cut off
the tip-block stubs, and sand smoDth (Fig. 14.77, Cl.

Shorten the ailerons
To give the aileron clearance at each end it must now be short
ened, taking off enough material to allow for caps to be fitted to
each end and to the corresponding cut faces on the wing (Fig.
14.78). An ideal material for these caps is 1/32" birch ply, so
with two layers of this and a clearance gap of another 1/32",
each end of the aileron needs to be shortened by about 3/32". In
practice, it is better to remove twice this amount from the root
end; firstly, it means there is only one cut to make, and secondly,
Qn il tapered wins it hes the effeDt Df slightly reduoingthe chord
Df the ailerDn because it mDves a little towards the wing rDot,
making some small compensation for any gap that may be pro
duced when the hinges are fitted. On a strip aileron there are no
caps to be fitted at the tip, so it needs 3/32" off the root only.
For caps, birch ply is by far the best material; balsa is sometime~
good enough provided it is firm and on the hard side, bu!: li!:eply i,
not very good as the central lamination tends to crumble and fall
out at the sharp end. Adjust the dimensions to suit the capping
material thickness. but still allow no more than 1/32" or so as a

sliced and sanded off until they are flush with the edges Df the
veneer taking care not to let the knife blade catch in the veneer
grain and cut into the piece.

Cut Aileron Long Edge

Cut through down
centre of gap,

Figure 14.76
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Cut and Fit BlocksFigure 14.80
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Cut holes for the blocks
The end of the aileron can be used as a template ~;)draw out the
sections of the blocks after they are cut: they should be made
1/8" or more too long, so that they protrude from the foam
when glued in, avoiding them sinking beneath the level of the face
if the holes made for them are too deep. Mark out the positions
of the holes [Fig. 14.80, A) using the blocks as templates for
the width, making sure that the edges are all at right angles to
the upper edge of the wing and aiieron. A straight pointed blade
pushed in point first is less likely to tear the foam, and with its
back edge towards the skin is less likely to damage it (Fig,
14.80, 81). Slice through the foam a little at a time by pulling
the blade out and down at a shallow angle (Fig. 14.80, 82), and
to finish repeat from the other skin (Fig. 14.80, 83). After cut
ting both sides and picking out the foam, peel off as much latex
as possible from the inside of the skins. The blocks need to be a
good fit all round, but not so tight as to cause distortion, and on
a highly tapered wing may need to be chamfered on the underside
to conform to the taper in thickness. If they are a little on the
slack side then to glue them in use adhesive mixed to a thickish
paste with some bulking material [e.g. balsa dust with PVA,
micro-balloons or flock with epoxy] to remedy this. if they are very
slack sideways, shims of thin sheet balsa can be glued into the
gaps on one or both sides; vertical slackness can be handled sim
ilarly, with the shims underneath. If the aileron blocks are slack
vertically (Fig, 14.80, Cl. trimming a little off the inner end of
the block may resolve the problem rather better [another benefit
of cutting them over length]. PVA is quite suitable for the adhe
sive to fix the blocks but epoxy can be used if preferred; when the
glue is set trim off the blocks with a razor saw. If there are any
cavities in the foam up against the skins fill them just proud of
the surface with lightweight filler and leave to harden. Finally,
mark the positions of the blocks on one or both surfaces of
aileron and wing so they can be located after the facings are
applied.

Fit facings
Cut the facing strips for the ailerons and wing, allowing enough
width for them to be bonded to the edges of the skins, and for
any angles to be set into the edges when they are shaped (Fig.
14.81, A). If the face of the aileron is not flat, a twist will be
induced when the facing is glued on, especially if thick facings are
used, and this will affect the model's flight. The aileron faeings
are best cut slightly over length, but with inset ailerons those on
the wing must fit precisely. Glue and tape them on as for the
leading edge, using a stiff beam if there is any chance of produc
ing bulges - more likely with thinner facings. When the facings are
very thin, 1/64" ply or 1/16" balsa, for example, they will bow
outwards in the centre unless a beam is used, and one that is
wider than them (Fig. 14.81, B) so that the tape does not put
any pressure on their edges. When set, cut off any overhangs
and take off surplus material at top and bottom by planing and
sanding smooth. With the facings still more or less square, this

least twice the width of the hinge that is to go in it, and for point
hinges the blocks should not be much less than 1/2" wide.

Extra blocks to

inset torque rods
with thin faeings

Blocks inset for hinges
and torque rods before
faeings fitted

Figure 14.79 Hinge and Torque Rod Blocks
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If you are planning to use thin facings then further blocks may be
needed from in both wing and aileron so that the torque rods can
bf'~et without exposing the foam.

IL _.Jlly,the block for the torque rod should be bonded to the
inside of the aileron skins and not just let into the foam, as it will
need to resist the aerodynamic forces acting on the aileron when
it is deflected; any remaining foam may crush, leaving the linkage
sloppy and the aileron prone to flutter. For the same reason it
should extend as nearly as possible over the full chord of the
aileron [Fig. 14.79, 81), and be not much less than 1" wide on
a medium-sized model. It is located best at about 1/3 of the
span of the aileron, but unfortunately this tends to make the
torque rods too long, so that they twist under load unless they
are made thicker (and heavier). Not only that, but when using
leaf, strip or pin hinges the torque rod (often .Iying along the axis
of the hinge line] will almost certainly interfere with their fitting
over its length, so the general practice is to fit the block nearer
the root end, with its centre no more than an inch or two out
board, enabling the first hinge block to be fitted next to it, or
combined into a wider torque rod block.

A hinge block should be fitted close to each end of the aileron.
with intermediate ones at intervals of around four to six inches,
possibly closer together on models that are heavy or fast. These
blocks too should be bonded to the skins if it is possible: on the
aileron (Fig, 14.79, 62), its shape makes this relatively easy to
accomplish, but it is less so in the wing and you may have to set
tle for bonding them to one skin only (Fig. 14.78, C) With cen
tre hinging this can be onto either skin, but for top or near·top
hinging, bonding to the top skin is best. Where loads make it
important to fix the blocks as securely as possible but the holes
are of inverse tapar, they can be made in two parts (Fig. 14.79,
D). For leaf or plastic strip hinges, all tha blocks will need to be
slotted, so to reduce the chances of splitting each needs to be at

o Biocks in Aileron 1Torque .rod. ~ .~L::=-~ ..~ ..

Fit hinge blocks and facings
Where leaf, strip or point hinges are to be used, the aileron and
wing facings should be made of reasonably substantial balsa, at
least 1/4" thick. By themselves these facings are rarely adequate
to serve as anchorages for the hinges, so blocks will still be need·
ed to be set into the foam behind them. A fairly hard balsa block
will be needed in each aileron to secure the end of the torque
rod, with others in both aileron and wing for hinge fixings (Fig .
14.79, A) unless the ailerons are to be hinged using covering
film or adhesive tape. For hinge blocks, the grain should run
chordwise; on the torque rod block, it is better to have the grain
spanwise, as this will reduce the chances of the rod splitting out,
while the rod itself will provide the necessary stiffness chordwise.

clearance gap, unless the planned covering material is thick or
the aileron hinge line is swept. In this configuration the clearance
gaps may need to be larger or the ends of the aileron may need
to be chamfered, to prevent it from contacting the wing as it is
deflected; more details on this later. Sand all cut ends smooth.

I .~
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Centre-hinging Jigs
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~ Effects
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@ Variants
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fers will be unequal (Fig. 14.83, Cl. The only problem this presents is in
forming the chamfer, not in the subsequent operation of the aileron provicJ..
ed that the now shallower chamfer at the ram end is adequare to permit
full downwards deflecl;ion, which it should be on mostfacings of gentle
taper. On a paralleJ-edged facing, thEj hinges can be set on the centre line
so the chamfers can be symmetrical if desired.

As noted. the thin backplate works well on any angle from acute, as on
the aileron, to low obtuse as on the back edge of the wing. It is this obtuse
angle that presents a problem if a thicker, unchamfersd beam is used, as
then the jig cannot be held in the right position (Fig. 14.84, 81). Ir will
work if both edges are right-angles, as may be the case when the aileron
cuts are made perpendicular to the lower (Fig. 14.84, 821 or upper lFig.

Tools for centre-hinging
There is at least one commercially available hinge-slotting tool (Fig, 14.82.
Al that automatically centtes and aligns a slotted plate onto the face into
which hinges are to be inserted, and comes with a speCial blade that is
pressed through the plate to cut a slot through the facing and into the block
behind (Fig. 14.82, 81. For the slotting tool to work accurately, the top and
bottom edges of the facings must be straight. or the slot may not be
aligned exactly along the centre line. In the centre of the slot is a hole
through which a drill bit can be used to make holes for point hinges. so it is
useful for all types. Provided there is no slop in the pivots, this tool works
very accurately on a parallel-edged facing. On a tapered facing, point-hinge
holes will still lie on the centre-line, but slots are not made parallel to it but
to the edge with which a beam is making full contact. nor are they all at the
same distance from both edges. This results in the hinges not being on the
same line (Fig. 14.82, BI, though on a gentle teper, as is typical, these dis
crepancies are trivial: beware. though, if you are dealing with steepty
tapered facings.

Alternatively, home-made jigs (Fig. 14.83, AI are simple to produce and
just as effective, although not placing the slots on the centre-line of the fac
ing. However, this is less critical than having them all in a straight line and
at the same depth from the top of each pair of mating facings, which they
do ensure. Because the ply beam set at right-angles to the main block on
the back is thin, it enables the jig to be used on an obtuse-angled edge, and
the longer the beam (within reason) the less will be the effect of minor
undulations along the edge. Simple variants on the basic pattern (Fig.
14.83, 81 provide for marking a straight line, cutting a hinge slot, and
drilling a pilot hole for a point hinge. Note that point-hinge pilot holes should
be made no more than 1/16" diameter, so the jig should be made for a
drill of this size and so serve for point hinges of any thickness, the pilot
holes being drilled out to the correct diameter later. If the thin beam is
found difficult to handle, then a thicker chamfered one can be substituted.

The depth of the jig needs to be such that at the thinner end of a facing.
the base lies on or very near the centre line. At the thicker end, therefore,
it will be above the centre and when the faeings are chamfered, the cham-

the space available. The line of the hinges must be drawn in exactly the
same position on pairs of mating fucings, and hinge sloes or holes muse be
made precisely on those lines with a sharp blade or drill bit. The locations of
each block along the hinge line can be identified from the positions marked
before the facings were applied; slots and holes should be made centrally
within their extents. Marking out and making these can often be achieved
more easily through the use of a special tool or a jig.

Slotting
blade

Beams held against
facing edges

Beam protects edge
of facing from tape

Top hinge, thick faeings

Hinge-slotting Tool

Wider beam

if '

i
I
! •

~ J

Thin/ t
facing

Top hinge, thin faelngs

@ Parallel-edged facing

Figure 14.82

Figure 14.81 Fitting the Facings
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Preparation for centre hinging
For centre hinging, the hinge line can be in one of two positions; either

precisely half way between the top and bottom edges of the facings (the
normal location], or a fixed distance from one edge, usually the top.
Whichever it is, the hinge line must be dead straight and. when chamfered,
form as sharp an angle as possible or the hinges will bind causing strain
and possible damage. It can be marked on the aileron using pins, masking
rape and SlTaighredge as was done for the leading edge, and this can also
be applied on the wing whel'e strip ailerons are employed: with inset
ailerons tns technique is only feasible on the wing if the straightedge fits in

Dry-fit the hinges
It is essential to make sure at this stage that hinges fit and work cor
rectly, though they are not usually fixed into wings and ailerons until
aITer the covel'ing has been applied.

@

is a good time to mark and cut the slots or holes into which the
hinges will fit.
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-figure 14.84
'A Usage

Jig Usage and Issues

Rest ply backplate on edge of facing
at each position. Apply

appropriate tool.

at the corner between the block and backplate will gl.Jide ., drill bit precisely
onto the hinge line [Fig. 14.86. A). The easiest wa'! ID get the hole to exit
in the corner is to drill it through the block before the backplate is fixed.
Secure the backplate with ita bottom edge exactly halfway down the exit
hole, and then re-drill the hole to clear the overlap. To position the jig, lines
are drawn on the top of wing and aileron roughly central to each internal
block, and, importantly, at exactly matching points on each component A
line marked over the hole on the back of the jig can then be used to pos~
tion it correctly while the pilot hole is drilled [Fig. 14.86. B)

Should be

no steps

Top-hinging Jig
FrontSide

Back

Gaps no wider than hinge-pins

Expect small steps across gaps
Blocks not' shown

dk~/'/1
~ ,. Use depth-stop

Usage . [Pi .'. on drill-bit to avoid~ ',., piercing undersurface~~_~I'/

Figure 14.86

Figure 14.87 Dry-fit the Ailerons

o Slot too deep with strip hinge

BIOCklS .•.•..·... ~ ..'.' Strip pushed right inside
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Facing I:;: LJL
@ .Correct at this stage
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I I . 1 I I ,

LJ__~/"",:L' ;LjRegister mark / Hole must be at right-angle to
bottom of backplate

Dry-fit the ailerons
Make hinge slots deeper if necessary, and open them up with a thin flat file
if the hinge leaves are too thick to fit, for which purpose a nai~file (thinner
than most needle files) with the point removed is useful: open out point-
hinge pilot holes to the right size with a drill bit. No type of hinge should be
sloppy when fitted; it is better if the holes are a little on the tight side. If
using plastic strip hinges, try not to make the slots deeper than the internal
blocks, or the hinge strips may be pushed right inside when fitting the
ailerons (Fig. 14.87. AI. Fit each aileron onto its wing with the hinges so
that the facings are as close together as possible. The aileron should slide
in without undue difficulty, though there will be some resistance if the hinges
ara tight in the holes. The facings should close up until they are held apart
by the hinge-pins or, with strip hinges, meet flush (Fig. 14.87. SI. and
there should be no distortion of the aileron or the hinges; any problems in
hinge positioning should be rectified now. Slots in the wrong place can be
filled with pieces of thin balsa; mispositioned holes can be filled with soft
balsa strip rolled between the fingers or with the corners shaved off, any
protruding then being sanded Rush before the slots or holes are re-made
correctly and the whole reassembled to check. Except with strip hinges,
there will be a small step formed by the aileron being set back from the
wing by the hinge-pins; when top-hinging with point hinges, the knuckles will
stand proud of the wing: these conditions do not need correction as they
will be dealt With later when the facings are adjusted to bring them into con
tact. or virtually so, along the hinge line.•

Correct on aileron

Notch Corners of Facings

Wide notch for leaf hinges,naf1()w for point

I Figure 14.85
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Tools for top-hinging
To)Il.'{ knowledge, there are no commercially available jigs for fitting top
hi ':. but a simple variation on the home-made centre-hinging jig will
servd, and if a little care is taken in ita construction it will enable all the
holes to be orientated correctly. The same block and backplate arrange
ment as in Figure 14.86 A. with a slanting hole through the block exiting

.J3~Dangers of thick backplate
Too high Too low

1~.~

Preparation for top-hinging
Plastic strip hinges are unsuitable for use as top hinges: firstly. they need to
be permanently bent, and secondly, they have a finite bend radius so will not
maintain a close contact between the top corners of aileron and wing ..
Holes and slots for top-hinging must be made right on the corner of the fac
ings, not easy places to cut or drill. The best plan is to file a notch in the
corner at each hinge position to give a Rat surface on which a knife or drill
bit can be started [point hinges need only a narrow notch), angled down
wards to set the slots and holes at the right angle to ensure that the
hinges can be secured not too near the surface (Fig. 14.85, B], but with
out coming out through the bottom, though on thin ailerons and wings you
may have to settle for a Ratter angle to avoid having to shorten the hinge
shank to fit inside. Make the notches as shallow as possible to give a usable
working surface. but in any case no deeper than half the diameter of the
hinge.knuckles. or the hinges will be able to sink too far in. Holes and slots
can then be made at a suitable angle into the flat surface. Holes for point
hinges must be made in a plane perpendicular to the hinge line: if they are
at any other angle the hinge-pin will not be parallel to the hinge-line and will
therefore be put under strain. as it will if the holes in wing and aileron lie in
different planes.

14..••4. B3) surface of the wing. but the latter case may also leave the fac
in~ JO thin at one edge when they are later chamfered (Fig. 14.84. 84).
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